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About This Game

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR

L&L Technology's Promise

All L&L games are our children and they WILL receive our unbiased love. So watch out for constant updates and new
upcoming features. Join our discussion forum to share your ideas!

Introduction

I Pay No Rent is a game developed under the mentality that the joy of VR entertainment can also be shared amongst families
and friends, the players of this game are encouraged to share this experience with their buddies and loved ones.

Welcome to the world of paying no rent

The world is a tough place, and securing a roof over your head is no piece of cake. So the real question is... How to gracefully
pay no rent.

"I Pay No Rent" is a fun and relaxing game that let player role-play the tenant of a cosy apartment. You're to engage in a tug of
war with your landlord on the serious issue of rent payment: Every knock on your door coupled with the disturbing grunt from
your landlord is a warhorn for the beginning of another day's negotiation (warfare). This is a constant tug of war between your

wallet and your landlord's wallet, so fight for your freedom (10 dollars)!
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Don't let your landlord overpower you with her incredible throwing power, dodge or block those shoes, bottles, and... wait what?
bombs?...Try to block, or dodge all the 'things' your landlord ruthlessly thrown at you!

Suitable for all ages, this game offers a variety of play modes, great for stress relief and family fun, and a great party game for
all occasions.

A word from L&L Technology:

I Pay No Rent is the first experimental project completed under L&L Technology's L-Partnership program.

This program is aimed at facilitating indie game developers and game industry venturers, share our core capabilities in the field
of game development using L&L Technology's rich development experience in gaming, and IT technology scene, we believe

gaming industry needs diversity in creativity more than ever, and the technical hurdle presents a severe obstacle for most of the
population, and disabled their potentially brilliant idea to be brought to life.

I Pay No Rent is a game that is incubated from within our company, the project is solely designed and packaged by our non-
technical employee, facilitated by our dev team, this project is the first showcase of many future collaborations.
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pay no rent chords. pay no rent meaning. i have no money to pay rent 11. i pay no rent game. i have no money to pay rent 8. pay
no rent song. should i pay rent if i have no heat. pay no rent in heart. pay no rent youtube. i can no longer pay my rent. i have no
money to pay rent 3. pay no rent song meaning. i pay no rent. pay no rent evan felker. pay no rent turnpike troubadours lyrics.
pay no rent guitar chords. i have no money to pay rent 29 full video. i pay no rent steam. pay no rent irish. pay no rent lyrics
turnpike troubadours. i ain't got no money to pay no rent. how can i pay my rent with no money. pay no rent irish saying. pay no
rent lyrics meaning. pay no rent turnpike troubadours chords. pay no rent turnpike troubadours meaning. pay no rent acoustic.
pay no rent lyrics. pay no rent turnpike troubadours. i pay no rent vr. i have no money to pay rent 20. should i pay rent if there is
no gas

v0.8 is a disaster. v0.9 is a surprise. Team building, city building is fun, but the enemy hides too well in grass when in FPS close
combat, me seeing no one and the HP keep dropping, hope the developers can deal with it.. When you sit there and wonder how
the DLC could possibly get more predatory than they were in SK-PBS then you find this one.. I've only played the game for a
little while, and I had mixed emotions about it. The enemies were floating in the air, the game wouldn't let me know when I
crafted something and I had like 10 hammers, and I couldn't select any of the items I had crafted. The Devs seem commited to
the game, and there's a good community behind this title so I would go ahead and pick it up now before full release. As a game,
you can tell it's a work in progress, but it has the potential to be a great game.. Besr way to describe this game is its a cross
between raw data and blue effect........the game is good but it just feels like a knock off copy of a better game......i got it on sale
for 5 bucks and it is def worth it at that price point......but theres only about 20 minutes worth of playtime in the state its in
now....unless you want to replay it on a higher difficulty.....its a deceint game but it is a non movable wave shooter.....(you can
walk around your room scale area)
Raw data you could at least teleport around the room.....i say buy it but only if its on sale.....20 bucks is too steepin my opinion.
Summary: Interesting universe created a refreshing explanation of RPG gameplay; narration/storyline tried a too hard to be
deep; story ends up not saying much about the main character; slow-paced game; battles are more puzzle-like than turn-based
real time strategy; not enough skill points at times (but can manually reset in .txt log); great atmosphere and music; great art
except I don't like the portraits.

------

This review is for played Winter Voices: Avalanche, which is the prologue or "Episode 0" of the series. I bought it on sale for
less than $5.

I enjoyed the game's interesting story and its creative interpretation of RPG elements such as character classes, character stats,
skills, and battle system. The universe of Winter Voices held my attention. Hintings toward magical or spiritual themes made me
curious for a greater understanding of this world, but interest alone does not make a game.

I see this game as appealing only to a small, niche audience. I wouldn't recommend it because it needs more polishing. Striving
to complete the game felt aggravating, even torturous, at times. Here's what you need to know:

1) Text-driven game with heavy reading. This game is not for those who cringe upon seeing walls of text.

2) Battle system is more puzzle-strategy than tactical turn-based strategy. You don't actually kill enemies, but employ defensive
strategies of spatial rearrangement or using decoys. Common goals per battle include surviving, protecting, or reaching a
checkpoint. Different maps, enemies, and goals were enough to keep it fresh. Some puzzles were easy; others made me want to
throw my laptop out the window.

3) Limited skill points. The snowflake-shaped skill tree is really cool (ba-dum tss), but you only gain one skill point per
character level-up. I ended the game at level 7 with 6 skill points alotted. You're meant to develop the skill tree over the course
of the series, but completing some challenging battles in the Prologue would have been impossible had I not manually reset my
skill points repeatedly by editing the text file. So, I absolutely HAD to cheat the system in order to advance.

4) Story is far too "artsy." It tried too hard to be deep. This is mostly due to the writing style, which is very flowery and comes
off a bit pretentious. I'm all for complexity and poignant commentary on the hardships of life, but many metaphorical
comments were lost on me because of the writing style. Sometimes I didn't know what was going on in the main character's real
life. Most importantly, her father seemed cold an unaffectionate, so why would she care so much about him? I couldn't
understand the premise of the whole plot. These factors undermined my motivation to complete the game.
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  4a) As for the main character's inner demons, the writing goes overboard trying to be mysterious and grotesque. Still, it's
interesting to read and makes you wonder about the main character's mental state and a possible incorporation of some kind of
spirit world. But it needs less surrealist sequences and more relevant discoveries to the main character's life, or it starts to lose
relatability to the player. Enemy memories are never revealed as specific memories relevant to her life, so we still don't know
any more about the relationship between the main character and her father by the end of the prologue.

5) Slow paced. The pacing of the game is slow in general, so you must have a lot of patience to play. This is largely due to
emphasis on reading and point-and-click mechanism. Your character has a very slow walking animation. Because clicks don't
redirect, one misclick means you have to watch your character saunter to that point before you can backtrack. Sometimes
clicking on the edge of the screen to go to the next area of the map was unresponsive.

6) Art is beautiful, yet the portraits of people are...kinda ugly. They are reminiscent of badly drawn anime. It's just not the style
I was expecting from their concept art.

7) Music. No complaints on the music; it greatly amplified the mystic and somber atmosphere.. Good horror Game
My favorite part of this Game was last Boss.
Puzzle was annoyest part
Gameplay 7\/10
Horror rate 7.25\/10
graphics 8\/10
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I love this game. Got the demo first and was hooked. One of best games for my vive.. its great but need some work on the
animation cutscenes and longer story or open world to place that is block. These games are pretty much all the same now. If you
played the first one, or a spiderweb software game from 10 years ago, then you're not in for anything new.
The classes are the same pretty much, the graphics are the same, the story is the same, the spells and equipment are the same. It
is also, dare I say, overlong for a game which offers so little variety in terms of basic gameplay...
Just run around from one place to the other for hours, fight some badly drawn and badly balanced little fight, which by the later
levels you will just finish with one or two massive area spells anyway...
The experience was very anticlimactic and if the story is not top notch, which it isn't, then you're not in for a treat. I'm still only
about 30 minutes in but I absolutely love this game. Difficulty ( thus far ) seems VERY FAIR and there is even a bit of story
and cut scene. A++. The weedlings play music and you spit nachos. What is there not to love about this skin?. 10\/10 add-on!
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